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If You Are Tired Of The Same Old Boring PLR, Rehashed And Shoved Down Your Throat And Robbing

Your Bank Account, Then Read On. There you are. Sitting in front of your computer, browsing the WSO

section and looking for some good quality PLR to sell or give away to your list. But they can only take the

"list building 101" PLR and the "Adsense bla bla bla" PLR so many times. Your response rates are

dropping, along with your will to live. You need something new. Something fresh. But it just isn't out there.

And you don't have the time to spend creating it yourself. Introducing... Wordpress 101: The VIDEO PLR

Series The End Of Your PLR Problems! This is a set of 22 videos thoroughly documenting step-by-step

the ins and outs of Wordpress from installation to fine tuning the settings that most people don't even

know exist! Each video discusses it's topics in an easy to follow manner. If you are doing anything with

wordpress, these videos will help! Wordpress 101 covers: * Installation * Dashboard * Posting * Editing

Posts * Tags And Categories * Links * Pages * Comments * Themes * Adding Themes * Widgets *

Editors * Plugins * Tools * Users * Settings * Media * A Special Bonus. Read on to find out what it is...

Wordpress Is HOT Right Now. And So Is Video. The latest version of Wordpress has been downloaded

over 8+ MILLION times! Don't Believe Me? There are over 22 million wordpressusers! Don't Believe Me?

Youtube gets over 28,000+ hours of video uploaded per day! That's over 3 years worth of video per day!

Don't Believe Me? Video is the cutting edge of content right now and the best way to increase your

perceived value, (and raise profits) is through video. Imagine... * No more low quality PLR ruining your

rep. * No more long winded videos to bore your list to sleep. * Save the time of having to make and edit

all the videos yourself. * Revitalize your list with fresh cutting edge VIDEO content. * Sell (or give away!)

with a MUCH HIGHER perceived value than standard PLR. Don't You Want The Best Video For Your

Buyers? We use a universal standard format for the videos (mp4) so that there is no video conversion

issues that only cause headaches. We cut the videos down into bite-size chunks so that your users aren't

bored with 30min+ videos that only put them to sleep. We organize them so that you can pick and choose

what you want to show your users. All videos are optimized and formatted for YouTube, DailyMotion,

Yahoo, MySpace, MetaCafe, Revver, Blip, Viddler, Facebook and many more. All videos can be used
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with popular video distribution services such as Tube Mogul, Spread, and Video Bot. What Can I Do With

These Videos? * You can sell them at any price * You can convert them into any format * You can edit,

manipulate, and splice them any way you want * You can offer them as a bonus * You can give them

away for free * You can include them in membership sites * You can combine them with other offers *

You can turn them into a DVD * You can claim yourself as the author or producer * You can sell them on

Auction sites, such as eBay. * You can sell Private Label Rights * You can use it as free web content *

You can upload them to video sites * You can pass on resale rights * You can pass on Master Resale

Rights * You can pass on the source files to customers Still Not Enough? How About A Free Sample

YouTube - Wordpress 101: Video PLR Series This video was taken DIRECTLY from the other videos and

uploaded to show quality across the video sites. Bonus Video #23: Tricks I have also include a special

VIDEO #23: Neat Tricks that shows special little hidden gems that I'll bet you didn't even know Wordpress

could do! This isn't something you can get anywhere else. Some of these tricks aren't even documented

on the Wordpress site! Full Customization And Control You can also get access to the full raw camtasia

recording and project files for every video. Now you can add music, watermarks, title tracks, and even

your own voice! 50 Premium Themes Just as a little extra something, I am including the top 50

Wordpress Premium Themes for free! No more sifting and trying to find a decent theme. They are all right

here! 30+ Plugins Vital To A Blog's Success Also, no more hunting down and downloading your plugins

for each of your blogs anymore! I have included over 30+ Plugins that are vital to any wordpress

installation, regardless of your niche. Don't Take My Word For It I want you to be fully satisfied, so I am

giving you a full 60 day no-hassle, no-risk, no-BS money back guarantee. If you are not completely blown

away by these great videos, let me know and I will refund every single cent. Isn't It Time You Started

Giving Your Buyers Some Great Quality PLR Worth Owning? With this package you'll get: * 22 laser

targeted, ready-to-use videos on the most popular subject on the Internet right now, Wordpress! * Special

Video #23 that shows some neat tricks to enhance Wordpress! * 23 Raw recording files to chop,

customize, and profit from right away! * 23 Project files to make your customizations a breeze! * 50

Wordpress Premium Themes to make your blogs come to life! * 30+ Vital Wordpress Plugins no blog

should do without. Make Sure You Take Advantage Of This Great Offer While the Price Is Still Good! You

simply need to click below where you will be taken directly to Paypal to complete your payment. Once

You are done, you will be able to download immediately all the videos, project files, screen captures,



themes, and plugins!
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